SPECIFICATIONS:

MODEL NUMBER: 75/187–760–FLANGE TYPE**

FREQUENCY: 10.0–15.0 GHz
POWER: 3500 WATTS CW
WSWR: 1.15 MAX.

**ATM MODEL# DESIGNATION FOR COMMON FLANGES
1 = CPRG
2 = CPRF
6 = UG COVER
7 = UG CHoke
8 = SPECIAL

DRAWN: R.L. 03/29/01
CHkd.
APRvd.

MATERIAL: ALUMINUM
TREATMENT: CHEM FILM

OUTLINE
WR75 VERY HIGH POWER TERMINATION

DIMENSIONS ARE IN INCHES, TOLERANCES ARE:
FRACTIONS: ±1/64 ANGLES: ±1/2°

63 OR BETTER

WR75 FLANGE AS PER REQUEST (SEE TABLE)

θ0.265 THRU 1st FIN, 4 PL.